Wootton Wawen C E Primary School
Foundation Stage Topic Plan

Year R Summer Term 2017
Literacy, Language &
Communication
Continue to develop emergent writing,
adding letters to writing, initial sounds
and 3 letter word building. Word
banks/complex words
Developing letter formation and fine
motor skills.
Role play-developing through stories
Stories-traditional stories and nonfiction.
Daily phonics activities.
Writing basic sentences. Capital
letters, full stops and finger spaces

Physical-PE/Games
How exercise affects our bodies and
helps us to stay healthy.
Games: Ball games.
Gymnastics: travelling
Swimming: Basic skills and water
safety.
Dance: Through stories.

Topic Title: Summer
Numeracy
Counting and sorting objects to 20 and
beyond. Counting on from the given
number.
Counting, sorting and matching
numbers.
Addition and subtraction of two
numbers.
Solving problems through role play
situations.
Creating colour patterns.
Exploring 2D and 3D shapes.
Exploring measures and everyday
position.
Adding 1 more and taking away 1 less.
Doubling, halving and sharing objects
in play situations
Creative-Art
Creating Artists work using different
media.
Exploring colour mixing, sketching and
collage.
Developing fine motor skills.
Exploring texture and tone.
Exploring Georgia O’Keeffe flowers

Personal, Social & Emotional
Showing care and concern for others.
How to care for ourselves and others.
Explore different feelings.
Understanding what is right and
wrong.
Working together, sharing and caring
for others.
Working as part of a team.
Experience different role play
situations: a café,

Understanding of the world
Exploring Summer weather and
holidays.
Construction-using a variety of creative
materials to develop toys that move
Developing our ICT skills with a variety
of games.
Explore a wide a wide range of building
materials and adapt your designs.

Creative-Music
Listening to sounds and patterns.
Exploring sounds – explore and use
sounds including musical instruments
to illustrate a story or scene.
Creating dance to music and stories.

RE
The celebration of other cultures.
Sharing Bible stories.
Explore other faiths and cultures

Homework
Reading books and words at home
Practice letter formation and writing.

